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ABSTRACT
Historically, Internet traffic has been routed over the shortest path: that was convenient for best-effort data
traffic, but it is not always suitable for today’s scenario where applications can require bandwidth higher than what
is available in a single link, even when provided by an optical wavelength-channel. Multi-path (MP) routing is a
network functionality that provides more capacity, reduces the probability of link congestion and increases the
availability of the transport service.
This paper elaborates on techniques to mitigate the differential delay in all optical networks, recognized as the
main problem of multi-path (MP) routing. This work shows how hybrid differential delay compensation (H-DDC)
can greatly reduce the use of expensive reconstruction buffers in all optical networks implementing MP optical
routing. A novel mixed integer linear programming formulation is proposed for the novel wavelength + H-DDC
assignment problem: distributed fiber delay lines (FDL)s combined with electronic reconstruction buffers
collocated at optical regeneration points. Numerical results based on commercially available (and rack mountable)
FDLs demonstrate the effectiveness of H-DDC in medium size transport networks.
Keywords: Multipath routing, differential delay compensation, fiber delay line, all-optical networks, network
optimization.
1. INTRODUCTION
Multimedia applications based on ultra-high definition digital media formats, virtual reality, immersive video,
inter-datacenter communications, e-science applications can require bandwidth higher than what is available in a
single link, even when the link is provided by an optical wavelength-channel. Moreover, with the advent of 5G,
vertical services and the digital transformation, the transport optical network must be able to provide high standards
of performance in terms of traffic delay and resilience, to support the coexistence of different 5G services in the
same physical medium.
Internet traffic has been routed over a single shortest path, but this is not always suitable for today’s scenario.
Multipath (MP) routing is a network functionality that allows to split (or, if needed, to replicate) a data flow from
a source to a destination over a set of multiple paths, and to reconstruct it as a single flow (or pick the best copy)
at the destination. This technique provides more capacity, reduces the probability of link congestion and increases
the availability of the transport service (when used for 1+1 protection) [1]. The main obstacle that has limited the
adoption of MP routing is that the sub-paths in a MP connection experience each one a specific delay, leading to
a differential delay (DD) between them. DD introduces jitter and generates negative impact on customer services.
One way to overcome this hitch is performing differential delay compensation (DDC), i.e. buffering the packets
along the shortest of the paths to reconstruct the original data sequence. Normally, DDC is performed using
reconstruction buffers at destination nodes, known as electronic-DDC (E-DDC). However, reconstruction buffers
are expensive memories that need to work at twice the line rate and they could be a bottleneck when buffers
overflow [1]. This gets worst in optical high-speed networks, where the high line rates impose faster and larger
reconstruction buffers. A proposed method is to distribute the DDC (D-DDC) in transit nodes [2]. In all optical
networks (AON)s, D-DDC is expensive due to the addition of Electro/Optical (E/O) and Optical/Electrical (E/O)
conversions to perform D-DDC. D-DDC can be co-located with optical regenerators to avoid extra E/O/E [2],
however this solution is limited by the geographical characteristics of the network. A novel approach for AONs is
to use fiber delay lines (FDL)s to perform distributed transparent DDC (T-DDC), that does not require extra E/O/E
conversions [3]. FDL modules available off-the-shelf introduce delay with coarse granularity. Therefore, we do
not propose to totally eliminate electronic delay compensation, but to use FDLs and electronic buffers in a
combination, in the so-called Hybrid-DDC (H-DDC). DDC can be collocated at optical regeneration points when
FDLs are not enough to totally compensate all DD.
This work improves the optimization model presented [3] by considering the novel wavelength + H-DDC
assignment problem with E-DDC collocated with the optical regeneration points. Moreover, the new model allows
to evaluate a realistic scenario using T-DDC capabilities based on commercially available (and rack mountable)
FDLs. Numerical results demonstrated the effectiveness of H-DDC in medium size transport networks.

2. WDM-BASED NETWORK WITH ELECTRONIC AND TRANSPARENT DDC CAPABILITIES
This work focuses on WDM networks with hybrid DDC capabilities. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed node
architecture. The switching matrix of the Optical Cross Connector (OXC) can be dynamically configured by a
centralized control plane as in the case of Transport Software Defined Networking (T-SDN) [4]. The end-points
of a wavelength channel are dropped (O/E conversion) and added (E/O conversion), like demands d1 and d2 in
figure 1. The OXC allows to perform optical bypass, creating lightpaths spanning across multiple nodes (d4 in
figure 1). Due to degradation of optical signals along the lightpath, optical regeneration must be introduced for
lightpaths longer than the regeneration span ϑ. Optical regeneration is an electronic process comprising
Reamplifying, Reshaping and Retiming (3R regeneration), performed by a pair of back-to-back transponders
(O/E/O conversions). The proposed node architecture can perform distributed DDC electronically when
regeneration is needed (like d3), or transparently using up to M FDL modules (like d5 and d6).
3. MILP FORMULATION
We propose an optimization problem to plan a MP routing-capable optical network by applying H-DDC
techniques. This problem consists in performing: MP-disjoint routing, wavelength assignment, optical regenerator
placement, FDL-module placement for T-DDC, and dimensioning of E-DDC capacity at regeneration points. Due
to its complexity, we divided the problem in two phases. MILP1 to solve the well-known DD-constrained MP
routing problem (not presented in this work). MILP2 to solve the novel wavelength + H-DDC assignment problem,
with E-DDC collocated with the optical regeneration points. Each demand d∈D is described by: source and
destination nodes, differential delay upper bound 𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑 and the required bandwidth ℎ𝑑𝑑. ℎ𝑑𝑑 is given in terms of number
of channels, where we assume that each channel operates at L Gbps. Tables 1 and 2 describe the input parameters
and the variables of the proposed MILP formulation.
The objective function of MILP2 (1) minimizes the total propagation delay while reducing use of E-DDC,
either centralized (at the end node) or distributed (collocated with regeneration points). α is a weighting factor,
with α>1. Solenoidality and fiber-capacity constraints are given by (2) and (3). Constraints (4) and (13) assign TDDC, while (5) computes total DDC of each path. Constraint (6) ensures that only one demand can use a specific
wavelength of a FDL module. Constraints (7)-(9) establish that T-DDC can be performed only in the wavelength
and nodes of the path used to serve a demand. Wavelength continuity constraint is given by (10). Constraints (11)
and (12) limit the number of FDL module that a demand can use in a node. Constraints (14) and (15) establish the
regeneration points according to link lengths and T-DDC from the source to each hop.
Table 1. MILP2 Input Parameters
Symbol
ℎ𝑑𝑑
𝑊𝑊
𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒
𝛿𝛿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
ϕ𝑑𝑑
𝛼𝛼
𝐺𝐺
𝑀𝑀
𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐷𝐷𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
ω𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝛾𝛾𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
𝛽𝛽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝜗𝜗

Input Parameters Description
no. of L Gbps channels requested by demand d
number of wavelength channels per fiber
number of fibers in the link 𝑒𝑒
1 if link 𝑒𝑒 belongs to path 𝑝𝑝 of demand 𝑑𝑑
max. delay of the MP set of demand 𝑑𝑑 (sec)
cost of using electronic buffer for E-DDC (𝛼𝛼 > 1)
Fiber length of FDL modules {60, 90} km
number of available FDL modules per node
1 if MILP1 chose path p to serve demand d
total DDC in path p of demand d (sec)
length of path p until hop s for demand d (km)
1 if node v belongs to path p until hop s for
demand d
1 if link e belongs to path p until hop s for demand
d
1 if node v is in the path p of demand d
1 if link e is an outgoing link of node v
optical regeneration span (km)

Figure 1. Node Architecture

Table 2. MILP2 Variables
Symbol
𝑋𝑋′𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
cent
𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Variables Description
1 if wavelength λ ∈ 𝑊𝑊 is used by path 𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑃 of demand 𝑑𝑑
1 if wavelength λ of FDL-module 𝑚𝑚 ∈ 𝑀𝑀 at node v is used to compensate path p of demand d
amount of T-DDC compensated in path p of demand d (sec)
amount of Distributed E-DDC compensated in path 𝑝𝑝 of demand 𝑑𝑑 (sec)
amount of Centralized E-DDC compensated in path 𝑝𝑝 of demand 𝑑𝑑 (sec)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
∑𝑑𝑑∈𝐷𝐷 ∑𝑝𝑝∈𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑�𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝛼𝛼𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
+ 𝛼𝛼𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
�

𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦

∑𝑝𝑝∈𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 ∑𝜆𝜆∈𝑊𝑊 𝑋𝑋 ′ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = ℎ𝑑𝑑 , 𝑑𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝐷

Subject to:

′
∑𝑑𝑑∈𝐷𝐷 ∑𝑝𝑝∈𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 𝛿𝛿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑋𝑋𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
≤ 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 , 𝑒𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝐸, 𝜆𝜆 ∈ 𝑊𝑊

(1)
(2)
(3)

∑𝑣𝑣∈𝑉𝑉 ∑𝑚𝑚∈𝑀𝑀 ∑𝜆𝜆∈𝑊𝑊 𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝐺𝐺 ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , 𝑑𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝐷, 𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑

(4)

∑𝑑𝑑∈𝐷𝐷 ∑𝑝𝑝∈𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ≤ 1, 𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑉, 𝑚𝑚 ∈ 𝑀𝑀, 𝜆𝜆 ∈ 𝑊𝑊

(6)

𝑋𝑋’𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ≤ 𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , 𝑑𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝐷, 𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 , 𝑑𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝐷, 𝜆𝜆 ∈ 𝑊𝑊

(8)

∑𝜆𝜆∈𝑊𝑊 𝑋𝑋’𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ≤ 1, 𝑑𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝐷, 𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑

(10)

ρ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ≤ 𝑀𝑀, 𝑒𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝐸, 𝑑𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝐷, 𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑

(12)

𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + ∑𝑒𝑒∈𝐸𝐸�Π𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺� ≤ ∑𝑣𝑣∈𝑉𝑉�𝜗𝜗𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝛾𝛾𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 � + 𝜗𝜗, 𝑑𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝐷, 𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 , 𝑠𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(14)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑋𝑋’𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , 𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ∈ 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏; 𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
, 𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
, 𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ∈ 𝑅𝑅+ ; 𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∈ 𝑍𝑍 +

(16)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
+ 𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= 𝐷𝐷𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , d ∈ 𝐷𝐷, p ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑

𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ≤ 𝑋𝑋

′

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , 𝑑𝑑

(5)

∈ 𝐷𝐷, 𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 , 𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑉, 𝑚𝑚 ∈ 𝑀𝑀, 𝜆𝜆 ∈ 𝑊𝑊

(7)

𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ≤ 𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 , 𝑑𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝐷, 𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 , 𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑉, 𝑚𝑚 ∈ 𝑀𝑀, 𝜆𝜆 ∈ 𝑊𝑊

(9)

∑𝑚𝑚∈𝑀𝑀 ∑𝜆𝜆∈𝑊𝑊 𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ≥ 𝛽𝛽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , e ∈ 𝐸𝐸, 𝑑𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝐷, 𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 , 𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑉

(11)

∑𝑒𝑒∈𝐸𝐸 𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺 = 𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , 𝑑𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝐷, 𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑

(13)

𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ≤ 𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 , 𝑑𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝐷, 𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 , 𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑉

(15)

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The proposed model has been tested using the network topologies described in Figure 2: i) NSFNET with average
link length greater than regeneration span A > ϑ (typically, ϑ =1200 km), considered as a large-size network [5].
ii) Polish and German topologies, with A < ϑ, considered as medium-size networks [5, 6]. The larger the link
length, the larger the DDC to be performed, making it harder to use MP-disjoint routing.
Figure 3 presents the E-DDC reduction gain achieved with the proposed H-DDC, with respect to the amount
of T-DDC capacity installed in each node of the network. We assumed two possible alternative lengths for the
FDL modules: 60 and 90 km, which can be fitted into a rack mount unit [7]. For the medium-size networks, the
gain reached a saturation point at more than 90% of E-DDC reduction for M>3 and G=60 and G=90 km. For
NSFNET (large-size), the gain curves increased linearly with the T-DDC capacity installed in the nodes. The use
of larger FDL modules with G>100 km can be a good solution for large networks (such as NSFNET), however in
this work we restrain to rack-mountable components.

Figure 2. Network topologies used for performance evaluation

Figure 3. Overall E-DDC reduction when varying the max. number of FDL modules per node (M)

Figure 4. Electronic vs Hybrid DDC
Figure 4 displays the E-DDC performed at a sub-set of the nodes, using kilometers of E-DDC as a measure.
For a medium-size network (such as Polish), the great reduction of E-DDC when using H-DDC is clearly visible
in the right inset of Figure 4. The left inset of Figure 4 presents the results for the large-size NSFNET using
G=90km and M=3.In this case, the amount of effectively-reduced E-DDC is larger than in the medium-size
network, but the reduction is smaller due to larger average link length.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyzes the use of H-DDC approach for optical MP routing that effectively reduces the electronic
buffers and unnecessary O/E/O conversions by using transparent compensation with FDLs. The proposed MILPbased matheuristic shows the benefits of using FDLs to reduce the differential delay, which is the main problem
of MP routing. Based on the numerical results, the method achieved a reduction gain of more than 90% for
European national networks such as the Poland and Germany cases. Moreover, the model is the first attempt to
jointly optimize the assignment of T-DDC, wavelength and regeneration points where E-DDC can be used without
introducing extra O/E/O conversions.
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